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Jim Butcher's Dresden Files novels have been compared to Harry Potter with an adult tone and

attitude. Now, in his first hardcover adventure, Harry Dresden must save Chicago from black magic

and necromancy-all in a day's work for the city's only professional wizard. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Let me say it right off: "Dead Beat" is not the best in the series, but it is damn good nevertheless. In

all fairness it has several weaknesses, which I will briefly mention below, but it certainly doesn't

betray the usual strong plot, fun adventure and high quality writing we came to expect from Jim.The

previous installment, "Blood Rites", had Harry discover new and disturbing facts about his life. In

this book, Harry turns to introspection. Faced with a bunch of necromancers in a mad race after a

lost artifact of unspeakable power, all of them much stronger magically than Harry, our hero has to

make choices and compromises which are morally ambiguous. As with real life, there are no

clear-cut `right' solutions (high points for realism, Jim). But hey, nothing like moral dilemmas to have

a character grow. Indeed, here we find Harry gradually losing the naivetÃ© and bumbling

enthusiasm of the first volumes; this is a world-weary Harry who has to undergo a painful

examination of his weaknesses of spirit in order to be able to live with them. Nicely done.If the hero

gets all the attention he deserves, that can hardly be said about the rest of the characters we came

to love, or love to hate. Thomas pops in and out of the plot at random moments; some old



characters get cameo appearances, others are conspicuously absent for the entire duration of the

plot, which was decidedly odd. Also, there should be a limit to how many artifacts Harry is able to

locate during the course of a book ... and then lose to the bad guys rather immediately! I am not

saying this makes for a bad plot, but boy was I gritting my teeth in frustration. Finally, some small

inconsistencies (an attentive reader will no doubt notice them, so I won't go into that).

Kudos to Jim Butcher for getting his first hardcover publication in the Harry Dresden series!

Definitely liked the presentation: cover illustration is great and the overall work is of excellent

quality.To the story: Chicago's only Wizard PI, Harry Dresdent's latest story opens up with him

agreeing to take care of his cop-friend (who could be more) house while she goes away to Hawaii

with another man. Harry wants to stop her. Something tells him Murphy wants him to stop her....but

he doesn't....Then, he's contacted by Mavra, a vampire he thought he'd killed before. If he doesn't

get her the "Word of Kemmler" Murphy is going to be disgraced by some seriously incriminating

pictures. Murph comes from a cop family and this would destroy her.So, the chase for the elusive

Word begins. In the process, Harry discovers that Kemmler is definitely bad juju. He was a black

wizard sho specialized in necromancy--til he died. Now, his disciples are on the chase for the Word,

too, competing with each other, hoping to gain the power the Word will provide.It's a fast-paced

story with some really good messages within, particularly relating to Waldo Butters and courage.I

don't think DEAD BEAT is as well-paced as the other Dresden novels. There are some spots that

actually drag. Can't decide whether that is the novel length requirement for hardcover or that Jim

Butcher is distracted with his new series. I think I could have done without most of a scene with

Harry debating with Alterna-Harry, but skimming will get you the drift.Still, I highly recommend all of

Butcher's DRESDEN FILES novels. They are well-written. Since Butcher is a martial artist, the

action flows nicely.

Dead Beat (2005) is the seventh urban fantasy novel in the Dresden Files series, following Blood

Rites. In the previous volume, Harry burned his hand rescuing children from the Black Court

vampires. He also discovered that paintball guns work well against the Black Court when loaded

with holy water.Lara Raith discovered the results of the curse on her father and Thomas learned

that Justine is not dead. Jake decided to go into Feng Shui consulting while he took care of Emma's

kids. Harry named the puppy "Mouse" and wondered why Thomas had bought large breed Puppy

Chow.In this novel, Thomas is living with Harry in the basement apartment. Thomas is frustrated

because he cannot find a permanent job and Harry is frustrated because he cannot find a



permanent girlfriend. Mister and Mouse are frustrated because they don't get fed on time and they

are both oversized enough to really need the food.It doesn't help that Thomas has women coming

into the apartment when he should be running errands for his brother. Maybe Thomas and his

lovers have a great time, but they do trash the place. Even the books are pulled out and scattered

on the floor. And Thomas doesn't clean up behind himself.After Thomas bares his soul and leaves

in a huff, Harry takes Mouse out for a walk and Murphy pulls up just as he returns. Karrin is going on

a vacation -- the first one in forever -- to Hawaii with Kincaid and wants Harry to water her plants.

Harry tries to talk her out of doing anything with Kincaid, but doesn't try that hard since Karrin is not

his girlfriend.
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